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Abstract

English is not a one-to-one relationship between letters and pronunciation. There is mostly no correspondence between written word and spoken word. English pronunciation inconsistency made EFL learners erroneous while pronouncing. This phonology-based study discussed the English pronunciation inconsistency qualitatively. It identified the inconsistency of vowels and consonants pronounced in words and the areas of English pronunciation inconsistency. This study applied Yule, Finegan, and Kelly’s theories. <a> is sounded as /æ/ /a:/ /æ/ /æ/ /æ/ /æ/; <e> is sounded as /i:/ /e/ /e/ /e/ /e/ /e/; <i> is sounded as /aɪ/ /aɪ/ /aɪ/ /aɪ/ /aɪ/ /aɪ/; <o> is sounded as /oʊ/ /oʊ/ /oʊ/ /oʊ/ /oʊ/ /oʊ/; <u> is sounded as /ju:/ /jʊ/ /jʊ/ /jʊ/ /jʊ/ /jʊ/; <c> is sounded as /s/ /s/ /s/ /s/ /s/ /s/; <d> is sounded as /d/ /d/ /d/ /d/ /d/ /d/; <g> is sounded as /ɡ/ /ɡ/ /ɡ/ /ɡ/ /ɡ/ /ɡ/; <j> is sounded as /dʒ/ /dʒ/ /dʒ/ /dʒ/ /dʒ/ /dʒ/; <n> is sounded as /n/ /n/ /n/ /n/ /n/ /n/; <p> is sounded as /p/ /p/ /p/ /p/ /p/ /p/; <q> is sounded as /k/ /k/ /k/ /k/ /k/ /k/; <s> is sounded as /s/ /s/ /s/ /s/ /s/ /s/; <t> is sounded as /t/ /t/ /t/ /t/ /t/ /t/; <w> is sounded as /w/ /w/ /w/ /w/ /w/ /w/; <x> is sounded as /ks/ /ks/ /ks/ /ks/ /ks/ /ks/; <y> is sounded as /j/ /j/ /j/ /j/ /j/ /j/; and <z> is sounded as /z/ /z/ /z/ /z/ /z/ /z/.

The areas of inconstancy in English pronunciation occur in; same letter different sounds; same sound different letters; silent letters; and sound production with no letters.
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1. Introduction

Once I spoke to my lecturers, because I mispronounced the words. They asked me, “What you said?” I became so embarrassed. I remembered my tears were on my cheeks. This experience was from the sixth semester English Department Student.

Indeed, the problem in pronouncing the English words occurs for EFL learners. Fraser (as cited in Gilakjani, 2016) explained that being able to speak English includes a number of sub-skills of which pronunciation is by far the most important (other sub-skills of speaking include vocabulary, grammar, and pragmatic), and she argued that with good pronunciation, a speaker is intelligible despite other errors; with poor pronunciation, understanding a speaker will be very difficult, despite accuracy in other areas. Cognitively, five problem areas among the EFL learners’ reluctance on speaking English are...

Poor pronunciation is one factor that makes EFL learners reluctant to speak English (Ambalegin et al., 2017, p. 125). L1 errors of pronunciation very commonly involve switching sounds between words that are separated from each other; such switches suggest that the pronunciation of words must be prepared in batches prior to pronunciation (Carter & Nunan, 2001). Hinofotis and Baily (as cited in Ahmadi & Gilakjani, 2011) stated that the fault which most severely impairs the communication process in ESL/EFL learners is pronunciation, not vocabulary or grammar. Pronunciation is one of the important elements to convey idea or information in terms of oral way. Pronunciation is the manner where someone utters a word (Ambalegin & Arianto, 2018, p. 122).

Based on the interview of the English Department Students, while they were learning English pronunciation, they learned the phonetic symbols and learned to pronounce some English words as well as in the module. They didn’t learn when <a> was pronounced as /ei, ə, æ, əː, ɪ, or v/ because the module shows mostly the phonetic symbols and the correct pronunciation of phonetic symbols. Teaching pronunciation actually is very crucial for the EFL learners. Teaching pronunciation is usually focused on the articulation of consonants and vowels, and suprasegmental. However, many teaching materials still do not make clear that pronunciation is just one tiny piece of the whole course credits. Seidlhofer (as cited in Celce-Murcia, 2001) stated, “pronunciation is never an end in itself but a means of negotiating meaning in discourse, embedded in sociocultural and interpersonal contexts”. Pronunciation instruction needs to be taught as communicative interaction along with other aspects of spoken discourse such as pragmatic meaning and nonverbal communication.

Incorrectness of English pronunciation occurred on local TV advertisement. There were advertisements advertising the local orchid plant and hotel. The female informants pronounced orchid as /ɔːrtʃɪt/ and comfortable as /kənˈfɜːrteɪbəl/. There were many English words which are pronounced incorrectly. The common English words which are pronounced incorrectly. The common English words that people nowadays pronounced incorrectly are finger as /ˈfɪŋər/, orchid as /ɔːrtʃɪt/, examine as /ɪkˈzɛmɪn/, invite as /ɪnˈvɪt/; paste as /pɑːst/, entrepreneur as /ˌentrəˈprenər/, mild as /mlɪd/, paradise as /ˈpɑːrədайs/, etc. Seidlhofer (Carter & Nunan, 2001, p. 61) noted that the errors of pronunciation that learners of English from different language backgrounds make are systematic and not accidental. Kenworthy (1987, pp. 4-7) mentioned the more differences of sound characteristics of the native language from English, the more difficulties L1 speakers will find to pronounce English.
The phenomenon of English word mispronunciation in society is not a mistake for Indonesians. Ideally, the spelling system should closely reflect pronunciation and in many languages that indeed is the case. Each sound of English language is represented by more than one written letter or by sequences of letters; and any letter of English represents more than one sound, or it may not represent any sound at all. There is lack of consistencies. Commenting on these inconsistencies, English forcefully and uncompromisingly expresses the opinion that the spelling of English is so far as its relation to the spoken word. English pronunciation on the other hand has undergone many far-reaching changes since Caxton’s time which is one of the obvious reasons why there is no correspondence between the written word and the spoken word.

English shows the inconsistency in pronouncing the word because one single letter of the English alphabet can be pronounced differently in different words. Lagefoged (2006, p. 35) stated that most of the sound symbols are the same letters used in spelling the English words, but there are a few different. English is defective. One single letter of the alphabet cannot stand with one single phonetic symbol. Mostly the pronunciation textbooks showed the phonetic symbols but did not show one letter in the alphabet for one phonetic symbol in words. This study conducted the research neither the mispronunciation of EFL learners nor the reason why the EFL learners’ mispronunciation. This study focused on the inconsistency mapping of English word pronunciation in term of the different sounds of each letter in the alphabet in words.

It is very important to know how each letter acts in English words. This study identified different sounds for each letter. By mapping the sound representing the letter, it could be easy to detect the sound produced in words. Failure to represent pronunciation accurately and consistently is the English learners’ intrusion. Pronunciation plays a central role in both our personal and our social lives: as individuals, we project our identity through the way we speak, and also indicate our membership of particular communities (Seidhlofer as cited in Carter & Nunan, 2001, p. 56). At the same time, and sometimes also in conflict with this identity function, our pronunciation is responsible for intelligibility: whether or not we can convey our meaning (Seidhlofer as cited in Carter & Nunan, 2001, p. 56).

2. Literature Review

21. Vowels, Diphthongs, and Triphthongs
211. Vowel

Air passes through different shapes of the mouth, and different positions of the tongue and the lips, and the air streams relatively unblocked to narrow passages except at the glottis; it is the vowels produced (Finegan as cited in Ambalegin & Suryani, 2018). Lagefoged & Disner (2012) described that vowels are a production of sounds with relatively little obstruction in the vocal tract. Based on the characteristics of the articulation, there are three categories vowel sounds: closed vowel sounds /i:, ɪ, ʊ, u:/, mid vowel sounds /e, ə, ɜ, ɒ, ʌ/, and open vowel sounds /æ, æ, ø, ɔ/. The long and short vowels are important in English to distinct feature in the language. Ship as /ʃɪp/ and sheep as /ʃi:p/ have different meaning because of different vowel sound length. The long vowel is shown by a colon (McMahon, 2002).

Reduced Vowel

There are some letters which are not pronounced in English words. Also vowels often tend to be omitted in English. For instance, fruit is pronounced as /fru:t/ that there is no <i> pronounced. Vowels are omitted in some contexts because some extended following syllabic consonants /l, m, n/ in the syllable will absorb the vowel sound such as gaggle as /gægl/, bottom as /bɒtm/, and important as /ɪmp:tnt/.

Nasalization

All vowels are nasalized when air passes through the nose and through the mouth. Nasalized vowels are indicated by a tilde (~) that is marked above the vowels.

212. Diphthongs

Finegan (2008) stated that in case the tongue starts in one place and glides to another when a vowel sound is produced called diphthong. Kelly (2004) also mentioned that diphthong is the combination of two vowels where tongue glides from one vowel articulation to another vowel position. Based on the characteristics of the articulation,
three categories diphthong sounds; centering diphthongs /əʊ, ʊə, ea/, closing diphthong ending in /ə/ (/eɪ, ɪ, aɪ/), and closing diphthong ending in /ʊ/ (/əʊ, au/).

2.13. Triphthongs

English does not really have triphthong because no phonemic sequence of three vowel sounds occupies the same syllable in English. All components of a triphthong must occur in the same syllable. Roach (2012) stated that English triphthongs have the most complicated vowel sounds as they are difficult to be pronounced, and recognized. A triphthong is the combination of three vowel sounds where tongue rapidly and uninterruptedly moves away from first vowel articulation to another vowel position, then to a third vowel. Roach (2012) listed the triphthongs with five close diphthongs with schwa /ə/ eɪə (as in mayor, crayon), əɪə (as in choir, buyer), ɔɪə (as in loyal, royal), əʊə (as in lower, mower), and əʊə (as in flower, coward).

2.2. Consonants

English consonants have 24 phonemes. Consonants are sounds produced with a lot of tightness in the mouth as air comes up from the lungs and gets squashed. The consonants in English pronunciation is included in segmental phonemes (Low, 2015).

A consonant is pronounced by a partial or complete close of vocal tract (Finegan, 2015). Speech sound is able to be characterized based on the articulatory properties. The consonants are described in three characteristics: voicing, place of articulation, and manner of articulation (Low, 2015). Completely, Low (2015) described three term labels describing the main characteristic.

2.2.1. Voicing

It can be seen by distinguishing between /s/ and /z/. When /z/ and /s/ are pronounced, the position of tongue within the mouth remains the same, but these sounds are definitely different from the vibration in the larynx when pronounces /z/. It is called voicing (Low, 2015).
2.22. Place of Articulation

Place of articulation shows the different sound because of the airstream in the lips, oral cavity, nasal, pharynx and glottis (Low, 2015). Places of articulation; bilabials, labiodentals, dentals, alveolar, palatal, velar, and glottal can be seen the detail below (Yule, 2014).

Bilabials

The sound is produced using upper (bi) and lower lips (labia) such as symbol [p] put (voiceless /p/), symbol [b] but (voiced /b/), and symbol [m] may (voiced /m/). Symbol [w] is bilabial in way, walk, world.

Labiodentals

The sound is produced using upper teeth and the lower lip such as symbol [f] fat, symbols [p] photo (voiceless /f/), and symbol [v] vat (voiced /v/) and safe, cough and save (the final sounds /f/ and /v/).

Dentals

The tongue tip behind upper front teeth pronounces dental sound. Think and teeth are voiceless dentals symbolized with theta /θ/. The, there, then, feather are voiced dental symbolized with /ð/, usually called “eth.”

Alveolar

The sound is produced using front tongue on the alveolar ridge such as tip, deep, say, zoo and not. /t, s/ are voiceless whereas /z, n, d/ are voiced. /l/ in like and light and /r/ in right and run is other alveolar.

Palatals

Hard palate is behind the alveolar ridge, a hard part in the mouth roof. Front tongue and hard palate produces palatals or alveo-palatals. She and church are voiceless palatals. <sh> is symbolized as /ʃ/ and <ch> is symbolized as /χ/. Measure is voiced symbolized
as /ʒ/. Judge is also voiced palatals symbolized as /ʃ/. /ʃ/ is the other voiced palatal such as you and yet.

**Velars**

Soft palate or velum is back in the mouth roof; beyond the hard palate. Back of the tongue against the velum produces velars. A voiceless velar is symbolized as /k/ such as *kind*, *come*, and *queen*. A voiced velar is heard in *good*, *game*, and *ghost* symbolized as /ɡ/. *Angry* is represented by /ŋ/. /ŋ/ is nasal voiced velar because the air flows through nasal cavity.

**Glottal**

Glottal is pronounced with no tongue and other parts of the mouth actively. /h/ occurs in *hand*, *hit*, *whose*, *who*. /h/ is voiceless glottal. Glottis is between vocal folds in larynx. When the glottis opens and the air passes out of the mouth freely, /h/ is produced.

### 2.2.3. Manner of Articulation

Manner of articulation is the way English consonants pronounced. According to Yule (as cited in Maiza, 2014), manner of articulation in consonants are consists of stops, affricative, nasal, liquid, fricative and glides which stated below.

**Stops**

Stop or plosive experiences from blocking or stopping effect of the air stream. Phonemes /b, d, g, k, p, and t/ are pronounced by some stopping of the air stream and letting it go unexpectedly.

**Affricative**

The combination of stopping and some friction produces voiceless affricates /ʧ/ and voiced affricates /ʤ/.
Nasal
The position of velum is lowered and the air streams, and then finally flows out through the nose to produce voiced nasals /m, n and ŋ/.

Liquid
The air stream flows around the sides of the tongue as the tongue tip touches the alveolar ridge. It is described as voiced liquids in /r/ and lateral voiced liquid /l/.

Fricative
/f, v, θ, ð, s, z, ʃ, and ʒ/ are pronounced when the air stream is almost blocked and air is pushed through the very narrow opening. Fricatives occur when there is a friction as the air is pushed through.

Glides
The voiced glides are /w/, /j/. They are also semi-vowels because they can act as vowel /i/ and /ʊ/. Tongue glides to or from the vowels’ position when glide is pronounced.

3. Research Method
This study adapted the qualitative-descriptive method (Creswell, 2012). The object of the research is the inconsistent sound patterns of the words. The English words represented by phonetic symbols were the data to identify the pronunciation inconsistency. The data were collected by applying the competence in identity method and non-participatory technique (Sudaryanto, 2015). This study designed the adaptation of a referential identity method (Sudaryanto, 2015) in conducting the analysis. This method was applied to identify the relationship between letters and sounds which are produced inconsistently.

4. Discussion and Finding
4.1. Discussion
4.11. Pronunciation Inconsistency of Vowels

1. The sound of letter <a>
   • /ei/ is pronounced in the words such as bake, cake, hate, lady, able, day, say, Quaker (not for share, hare, daddy, warm).
   • /a/ is pronounced in words such as about, abundant, alone, adult, among, another, abandon (not for asset, ass, aspiration).
   • /æ/ is pronounced in words such as hat, cat, bat, man, hand, as (not for gain, pain, nail, care, dare hair, share, warehouse).
   • /a:/ is pronounced in words such as far, car, are, bar (not for war).
   • /ɔ/ is pronounced in words such as call, ball, wall, hall, war, salt, also, water, warm, war.
   • /ɪ/ is pronounced in word such as spinach, luggage, baggage, passage, cabbage, village, bandage, language.
   • /ɜ/ is pronounced in word such as was, want, wash, watch.

2. The sound of letter <e>
   • /e/ is pronounced in words such as get, let, left, ten, then, belt, education, enter, economy, emancipation.
   • /ɪ/ is pronounced in words such as eve, evening, enough, email, echo.
   • /a/ is pronounced in words such as letter, later, father, mother, enter, center
   • /æ/ is pronounced in word such as entrepreneur.
   • /u:/ is pronounced in words such as jewel, ewe, Jew, Jewish, Hebrew, hew, blew, chew.

3. The sound of letter <i>
   • /ai/ is pronounced in words such as light, high, bicycle, glide, spider, iconic, item, I, lime, shine, wine (not for wing, wind).
   • /i/ is pronounced in words such as hit, pig, sin, italic, it, lick, idiom, think, blink, thing, wing, sing.
   • /ɪ/ is pronounced in words such as girl, shirt, bird, whirl.
   • /ɪ/ is pronounced in words such as Illinois, reservoir, noir, chamois.

4. The sound of letter <o>
   • /ɪ/ is pronounced in words such as go, so, no, bowl, vocal, hole, tone, follow, low, buffalo, vogue, tone (not for do).
• /is pronounced in words such as got, bot, rod, god, dot, honest, hot, gone, doll, solemn.
• /is pronounced in words such as honey, money, mother, won, son, done, does, tongue, ton (not for one).
• /ː/ is pronounced in words such as Ottawa, otter, ox, oxygen, Oxford, oxidant, osteo-.
• / is pronounced in words such as do, to, who, whose, whom, tomb (not for whole).
• /ɪ/ is pronounced in a word such as women.
• /ɪ/ is pronounced in words such as zealot, zealous, jealous, glorious
• /ɪ/ is pronounced in a word such as for, sore, more, nor, or.
• /wi/ is pronounced in words such as one, once.

5. The sound of letter <u>

• /ju/ is pronounced in a word such as university, union, united, unique, ululate (not for prefix un- and umbrella, ultra).
• /ʌ/ is pronounced in a word such as run, cut, sun, bun, hunt, up, umbrella, un-, us.
• /i/ is pronounced in a word such as busy, business, lettuce.
• /a/ is pronounced in a word such as, burn, urn, sustain, nurse, murmur, purpose.
• /e/ is pronounced in a word such as bury.
• /ui/ is pronounced in jury, rural

4.12. Pronunciation Inconsistency of Consonants

1. The sound of letter <b>

• /b/ is pronounced in words such as big, crab, beautiful.

2. The sound of letter <c>

• /ʃ/ is pronounced in words such as center, cycle, cinnamon, centennial, civil, success, access, accent, succinct.
• /tʃ/ is pronounced in words such as church, cherish, chair, change, challenge (not for choir, school).
• /k/ is pronounced in a word such as cup, can, could, crab, coconut, orchid, character, school, success, access, accent, succinct (not for chocolate / chalet /
• /ʃ/ is pronounced in words such as chalet, machine.

3. The sound of letter <d>
• /d/ is pronounced in a word such as do, doll, medial, day.
• /dʒ/ is pronounced in a word such as education, reduce, during, duration.
• /t/ is pronounced in verbs added by -ed such as talked, faced, asked.

4. The sound of letter <f>
• /f/ is pronounced in words such as foot, puff, face.

5. The sound of letter <g>
• /dʒ/ is pronounced in the words such as giraffe, ginger, giant, gigolo, gigot, gigantic, edge, judge, massage.
• /g/ is pronounced in the words such as go, gulf, get, goal, guide, gigantic, gigolo, good, finger.
• /fl/ is pronounced in words such as tough, enough, cough.

6. The sound of letter <h>
• /h/ is pronounced in words such as hear, he, horn, helmet.

7. The sound of letter <j>
• /dʒ/ is pronounced in words such as join, jar, July, judge.
• /h/ is pronounced in the words such as jojoba, Guadalajara, Jose.
• /l/ is pronounced in the words such as hallelujah, fjord.
• /ʒ/ is pronounced in a word such as bijou.

8. The sound of letter <k>
• /k/ is pronounced in words such as key, monkey, karma, kernel.

9. The sound of letter <l>
• /l/ is pronounced in words such as call, male, leopard, lamb, kernel.

10. The sound of letter <m>
• /m/ is pronounced in words such as motor, male, mom, my, female.
11. The sound of letter <n>
   - /ŋ/ is pronounced in words such as night, no, neglect, run, man, mono.
   - /ŋ/ is pronounced in words such as think, sink, honk, bank, thank, wink, succinct. /ŋ/ is also pronounced as in thing, sing, bang, tongue, ring, wing (not for ginger, grunge, change, challenge). /ŋ/ is then pronounced as in synchronize, sync, syncretism, uncle.

12. The sound of letter <p>
   - /p/ is pronounced in words such as pin, put, power, gallop, capable.
   - /f/ is pronounced in words such as physic, pharmacy, photo, phenomena.

13. The sound of letter <q>
   - /k/ is pronounced in words such as quay, Qatar, plaque, mosque, question

14. The sound of letter <r>
   - /r/ is pronounced in words such as run, rabbit, room, ray, roar, marriage, morn, very.
   - /l/ is pronounced in words such as car, power, marker, marble, board, oak corner.

15. The sound of letter <s>
   - /s/ is pronounced in words such as sun, sister, sing, his, kiss
   - /ʃ/ is pronounced in words such as she, share, should.
   - /z/ is pronounced in words such as desire, desist, disease, desert.
   - /ə/ is pronounced when words end with suffix -sion, -sual, -sure such as Usual, Visual, Measure, Exposure, Vision, Decision.

16. The sound of letter <t>
   - /t/ is pronounced in words such as talk, tea, contemporary, put, cut
   - /θ/ is pronounced in words such as think, thank, throw, three.
   - /ð/ is pronounced in words such as the, they, them, thus, thorough.
   - /tʃ/ is pronounced in words such as question, suggestion, actual, temperature, acupuncture, literature.
   - /ʃ/ is pronounced when letter [t] is followed by suffix -ion such as communication, mention, section

17. The sound of letter <v>
18. The sound of letter <w>

• /w/ is pronounced in words such as victory, vow, virgin, five, seven.
• /au/ is pronounced when the position of the letter [w] is after the first syllable sound such as known, dewy, dewdrop, sew, now, bow

19. The sound of letter <x>

• /ks/ is pronounced in words such as box, fox, exit, sex.
• /kʃ/ is pronounced in words such as sexual, asexual, coaxial.
• /gz/ is pronounced in words such as exhibit, exhale, exhaust.
• /z/ is pronounced in words such as xylophone, Xenophobe, xylem, Xerox.

20. The sound of letter <y>

• /ai/ is pronounced in words such as pyjamas, zephyr.
• /ij/ is pronounced in words such as yes, yell, yolk, yum.
• /i/ is pronounced in words such as play, boy, Yvonne, happy, lady, dyslexia, dysfunction, Yves.
• /ai/ is pronounced in the words such as type, tyre, why, dynamic, typhoon, dying.

21. The sound of letter <z>

• /z/ is pronounced in words such as zoo, zebra, bazaar.
• /ts/ is pronounced in words such as mozzarella, piza, pizzeria, pizzicato, palazzo (not for gizzard, blizzard).
• /s/ is pronounced in words such as putz, blitz, glitz

4.13. Unproduced Sound of Letters

1. Letters <r, e>

The English words that end <r> or <e> produce silent <r> and <e> such as daughter, winter, swimmer, summer, ride, pride, wine, queue, February.

2. Letters <g, h>

The English words which have syllable sound ended by <g> and <h> produce the silent letter <g> and <h> such as in the words daughter, doughnut, dough,
bough, doughty, plough, wrought, bought, caught, fighting (not for enough, tough, cough)

3. Letter <c>

Letter <c> will not be produced as a sound when letter <s> meets letter <c> such as in the words scene, crescent, disciple, muscle.

4. Letter <h>

Letter <h> will not be produced as a sound when letter <c> meets letter <h> such as in the words tech, Christian, echo, school.

5. Letter <t>

Letter <t> will not be produced as a sound when letter <s> or letter <f> meets letter <t> such as in the words castle, bristle, hustle, listen, often, soften (not for the ballet, asthma)

6. Letter <n>

Letter <n> will not be produced as a sound when letter <m> meets letter <n> such as in the words autumn, column, condemn, hymn.

7. Letter <g>

Letter <g> will not be produced as a sound when letter <g> meets letter <n> such as in the words gnaw, champagne, gnome, gnash, cologne, design, reign and sign.

8. Letter <b>

Letter <b> will not be produced as a sound when letter <b> meets letter <t> such as in the words doubt, debt, subtle.

9. Letter <l>

Letter <l> will not be produced as a sound when letter <l> meets letter <k> such as in the words folk, yolk, talk, walk.

10. Letter <s>

Letter <s> will not be produced as a sound when letter <t> meets letter <s> such as in the words island, isle, aisle, and debris, bourgeois, rendezvous.

11. Letter <h>

Letter <h> will not be produced as a sound when letter <h> meets letter <o> such as in the words hour, honor, honest, and heir.
12. Letter <d>

Letter <d> will not be produced as a sound when letter <n> meets letter <d> such as in the words handsome, handkerchief, wind, find, Wednesday.

13. Letter <k>

Letter <k> will not be produced as a sound when letter <k> meets letter <n> such as in the words knee, knock, knife, know, knot.

14. Letter <w>

Letter <w> will not be produced as a sound when letter <w> meets letter <o> such as in the words sword, two, who, whose, whom, whole and answer. Letter <w> will not be produced as a sound when letter <w> meets letter <r> such as in the words wrist, write, wrong, wrought, wriggle.

15. Letter <b>

Letter <b> will not be produced as a sound when letter <m> meets letter <b> such as in the words plumber, bomb, comb, thumb (not for slumber, somber).

16. Letter <o, l>

Letter <o> and <l> will not be produced as a sound in a word such as colonel.

17. Letter <m>

Letter <m> will not be produced as a sound in a word mnemonic.

18. Letter <p>

Letter <p> will not be produced as a sound when letter <p> meets any consonants, such as in psychology, pseudo, pneumonia, receipt, coup, Campbell.

19. Letter <u>

Letter <u> will not be produced as a sound when letter <u> meets letter <l>, such as in biscuit, build, circuit, guilt, (not for the suit, suite).

20. Letter <o>

Letter <o> will not be produced as a sound when letter <o> meets letter <e> or letter <u> such as in leopard, people, boutique.

21. Letter <u>

Letter <u> will not be produced as a sound when letter <u> meets letter <e> such as colleague, dialogue, league, tongue, boutique, bourgeois, vogue, quay, and lieutenant (not for due).
22. Letter <i>

Letter <i> will not be produced as a sound in words such as croissant, bourgeois, lieutenant.

23. Letter <z>

Letter <z> will not be produced as a sound in word such as rendezvous

24. Letter <a>

Letter <a> will not be produced as a sound when letter <a> meets letter <e>, especially in one syllable sound word. There are found in words such as tea, pea, sea, seal, teal, steal, meal.

4.2. Finding

The tables show the sounds production represented by the letters in English words. One letter can be produced by more than one sound, and one sound produced in English words can be represented by more than one letter.

Table 1: Sound Production of Vowels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>o</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ei</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>jʊ</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>iː</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>æː</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td>æː</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɑː</td>
<td>ɑː</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ɑː</td>
<td>ɑː</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>uː</td>
<td>ʊ</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ɔː</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The areas of English pronunciation inconsistency are as follows.

1. The same letter of English alphabet does not always produce the same sound;
2. The same sound is not always produced by the same letter of English alphabet;
3. Some letters of English alphabet indicated in words are not produced as sounds; <r, e, gh, c, h, g, t, b, l, s, h, d, k, w, b, lo, g, m, p, u, o, l, z, a>.
4. The sound is produced where there is no letter of English alphabet; /j, w/.

5. Conclusion

Letters in English alphabet experience the inconsistencies in their pronunciation. Almost every single letter pronounced in the alphabet experiences difference sounds in words. The pronunciation inconsistency mostly occurs in the vowels and some in the consonants. In the pronunciation of English words, there are some letters pronounced silently, there is a letter pronounced differently, there is a sound represented by different letters, and there is a sound with no letter presented. The English pronunciation phenomenon makes the EFL learners experience the difficulty in pronouncing the English words.

There are some letters in the English words pronounced silently. They experience as in such words as cupboard, fighting, plough, listen, write. The letters in words do not give contribution to the sound production. The letters are not meant to be pronounced. There is no pattern or formula when to omit the sounds from the letters written in English words.

A letter can support as many as two or more different sounds in a word or different words. /k/ for cup, /tʃ/ for church, or /s/ for center is one of the phenomena for a letter with different sounds pronounced in different words. Contrarily, there is a sound represented by different letters such as /dʒ/ for education, /dʒ/ for gigolo, and /dʒ/ for judge.

Finally, there is the intrusion of sound where there is no letter to indicate the sound. The sound is produced while pronouncing the word meanwhile there is no letter representing the sound. /j, t, f, or w/ are sounds produced without any letters representing them such as /j/ for Europe, /w/ for choir, /f/ for lieutenant, or /t/ for bachelorette. Moreover, Italian, Spanish, Indonesian and Japanese are examples of ‘phonetic’ languages where there is essentially a one-to-one relationship between spelling and pronunciation (Kelly, 2004). The letter-pronounced inconsistency makes an obstacle for learners of English to pronounce English words correctly.
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